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In doing this we have chosen tor the imagirJar,y central optical potential the stanaard def'ini tion,
Where k 1s the antimacleon momentum in the ii-m btU.'yeentric system, (2) where i is defined below (Formula ( 4)) 1 and p and ). as in Ref'erence 4b.
Within this f'ormallsm our problsm has been reduced to calculating the "ettective 1-w cross section," i.e., t.be part ot the total i-N cross section not excluded by the Pauli principle.
In order to do that we have followed the ideas of Goldberger 7 and a 
We consider a nucleus v1 tb the same number of protons and neutrons and average ~r the P.P and p•n cross sections (the former including charge exchange), therefore defining Elab (Mev) ' '
